
 
 

Recruitment Pack 

Role: 

VCSE Sector Commissioning Development Lead. 

18th September 2020. 



Thank you for expressing an interest in the VCSE Sector Commissioning 
Development Lead role that we’re currently recruiting. This information pack includes 

the key information about the organisation, the role and contact details for more 
information.  

A message from the Interim Chief Executive: 

Bolton CVS is an organisation that exists to deliver support and services to Bolton’s 
voluntary and community sector. We help charities and voluntary groups in everything 
from identifying funding to recruiting volunteers and even finding premises. If we don’t 
do it or we can’t help, then we find the people that can.   
 
Bolton CVS is an amazing organisation which delivers a wealth of services and support 
for the voluntary and community sector and we continue to diversify our offer based on 
what groups and organisations in Bolton tell us that they want and need. 
 
We’re recruiting a VCSE Sector Commissioning Development Lead to drive the local 
implementation of the Greater Manchester VCSE Commissioning Framework and 
create the space to explore and co-design new models of delivery led by the voluntary, 
community and social enterprise (VCSE) sector in Bolton. 
 
Working for Bolton CVS will give you the opportunity to be creative in your approach 
and work with an amazing team. It’s a flexible place to work and you’ll need to be flexible 
for the people and communities that we exist to support. It’s exciting to be recruiting to 
the team and we look forward to receiving your application. 
 

 
Helen Tomlinson (Interim Chief Executive) 

 

What we do and our mission, vision and values 

Bolton CVS provide tailored, intensive and quality accredited support to the 
voluntary and community sector in Bolton. We have an established and nationally 
accredited volunteering services offer, an amazing array of grants and investments 
programmes and offer policy, engagement and research support services. We 
champion the role and need for charities and community organisations and share 
this information through our communications, our forums, workshops, events and 
through our one to one support with groups, organisations and communities.  
 

Our mission is: ‘Working together to develop a diverse, strong and effective 
voluntary and community sector in Bolton.’ 
 

Our vision is: ‘A sufficiently resourced and sustainable voluntary and community 

sector which successfully meets the diverse and changing needs of the people in 
Bolton.’ 
 

The values that underpin our work are:   
Fairness; our value of ‘Fairness’ is about being inclusive through celebrating 

diversity, promoting equality and accessibility in our work. We blend this with a 
commitment to working in partnership, supporting others and sharing our thoughts 
to stimulate and enable change.   
Friendliness; our value of ‘Friendliness’ is about being open and transparent and 

this highlights our organisation’s ability to look at the bigger picture, open the door 
to others, share our information, our skills, our experience and resources to 
strengthen communities in Bolton.   



Flexibility; our value of ‘flexibility’ is about our ability to reflect, review and respond 
based on feedback, evaluation and influence. As an organisation we will adapt to 
change with the confidence and organisational structure to maintain stability for 
ourselves and the sector in Bolton.  

  



How we operate 

Bolton CVS recognises that in order for a voluntary and community sector to thrive, 
it must be connected, supported and engaged.  Everything we do focusses on our 
key strategic priorities of ‘building strength’ and ‘building capacity’ in Bolton’s 
voluntary and community sector and is underpinned through our four strategic 
objectives:  
1. Promoting quality and equality in Bolton. 

 
2. Building capacity and strength in Bolton. 

 
3. Influencing change in Bolton. 

 
4. Preparing for the future in Bolton. 
 

We currently employ 26 individuals and we’re supported by a team of 35 active 
volunteers, supporting our work across all activities and programmes. Bolton CVS 
is governed by a Board of 9 Trustees, who donate their time to provide strategic 
leadership for the organisation and collectively ensure effective governance.  
 
The work and activity of Bolton CVS is distributed across 4 operational teams with 
the following areas of focus: 
 Venue and Facilities. 

 
 Finance and Funding. 

 
 Health, Wellbeing and Inclusion. 

 
 Voluntary, Community Social Enterprise Sector (VCSE) Capacity Building.   

 

Funding for this post: 

This post is funded by NHS Bolton Clinical Commissioning Group. It is a 12 month, 
fixed-term post. 

 

The role: 

This exciting new post will be focussed on driving the local implementation of the 
Greater Manchester VCSE Commissioning Framework and creating the space to 
explore and co-design new models of delivery led by the voluntary, community and 
social enterprise (VCSE) sector in Bolton. 

 

Who we’re looking for? 

 We are looking for someone who has an understanding of the Greater 
Manchester health and wellbeing commissioning framework  
 

 The ideal candidate will be confident in supporting the development of new 
approaches to VCSE commissioning within Bolton, centred around people and 
place.  

 
 The person who gets the job will be working across organisations and so will 

have to be confident in building effective partner and stakeholder relationships. 

 
  



 
What you’ll be doing? 

You’ll be working with commissioners ensuring that Bolton’s VCSE is appropriately 
considered and involved the shaping of service delivery.   
 
It’ll be critical for you to build meaningful relationships within the VCSE sector and 
work across partners to identify need and priorities on a geographical basis in 
order to effectively influence commissioning approaches and maximise impact.  

 

What you’ll need if you’re applying for this job? 

 You will have experience of working with the voluntary and community sector 
and experience of working within commissioning frameworks.  
 

 You will have an understanding of role the VCSE sector plays in the delivery of 
services and the positive impact this has on Bolton’s people.  
 

 You will need to be motivated and able to work on your own initiative and be 
comfortable working from multiple locations with different organisations and 
teams. 
 

 You’ll need to get to know a wide range of partners, organisations and local 
communities and maintain those relationships. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 



Job description – VCSE Sector Commissioning Development Lead. 

Salary scale: Co-ordinator (NJC Scale 24)  £27,905. 

Hours: 35 hours per week.  1 FTE (Full time equivalent). 

Responsible to: Health, Wellbeing and Inclusion Manager (Bolton CVS). 
Director of Strategic Commissioning (NHS Bolton Clinical 
Commissioning Group and Bolton Council). 

Responsible for: TBC. 

Contract: 12-months, fixed term.  
Funder: NHS Bolton Clinical Commissioning Group. 

 

Role summary 

The focus of this role will be to drive the local implementation of the Greater 
Manchester VCSE Commissioning Framework and to create the space to explore and 
co-design new models of delivery led by the voluntary, community and social 
enterprise (VCSE) sector in Bolton working with commissioners. 

 
Core objectives 

1. To support the local implementation of the Greater Manchester VCSE Sector 
Commissioning Framework. 

2. To influence and support the future development of VCSE commissioning in 
Bolton, with a particular focus on thematic areas and neighbourhoods. 

3. To connect the commissioning development to all levels of voluntary and 
community activity in Bolton, including from the grass-roots to established charities 
and evolving social enterprises. 

4. To provide the opportunity for VCSE organisations to better understand the health 
and wellbeing commissioning landscape in Bolton. 

5. To connect to the voluntary sector across other localities and thematic areas to 
bring in new models and influence local market development shaping. 

 
Main responsibilities 

 To work with Bolton’s integrated commissioning team on key identified projects, 
agreed with NHS Bolton Clinical Commissioning Group and Bolton Council. 

 To ensure effective and two-way dialogue between commissioners and the VCSE. 

 To ensure an opportunity to influence decision making and approaches that 
consider the VCSE sector in Bolton. 

 To maintain open dialogue between the VCSE sector in commissioning. 

 To build new partnerships and alliances that improve the health and wellbeing of 
residents. 

 To drive and enable co-design across public sector commissioning in Bolton. 

 Strengthen the cross-sector relationships between commissioning and the VCSE 
to support and develop person and community centred approaches programme. 

 To build capacity and better connect the public sector to the VCSE offer in Bolton. 

 
Other duties 

To take responsibility for individual administration. 
To attend Team Meetings, events and to undertake mandatory training. 
To perform any other duties commensurate with these responsibilities, the grade of 
the post and skills and qualifications of the post-holder. 

This job description is intended as an outline of the general areas of activity and 
responsibility for the post holder and may be amended in light of the changing needs 
of Bolton CVS. 

 
 



Job description – VCSE Sector Commissioning Development Lead. 
Salary scale: Co-ordinator (NJC Scale 24)  £27,905. 

Hours: 35 hours per week.  1 FTE (Full time equivalent). 

Responsible to: Health, Wellbeing and Inclusion Manager (Bolton CVS). 
Director of Strategic Commissioning (NHS Bolton Clinical 
Commissioning Group and Bolton Council). 

Responsible for: TBC. 

Contract: 12-months, fixed term.  

Funder: NHS Bolton Clinical Commissioning Group. 

 

Application A Test T Presentation P Interview  I 

 

Skills Assessment 

Ability to translate complex and detailed information into accessible, 
non-jargon and easily digested outputs. 

A/I/P 

Ability to provide accurate and detailed reports and presentations which 
are accessible to a wide range of users and recipients. 

I 

Ability to communicate, engage and work effectively with people at all 
levels and in community settings. 

A/I 

Able to plan, develop and deliver evidence based tools and resources in 
relation to the key topic area. 

A 

Able to fully utilise MS Outlook, MS Word, MS Excel and MS 
PowerPoint to deliver excellent output. 

A/T 

Ability to work across the organisations and sectors, managing 
workload and time demands. 

I 

 

Knowledge Assessment 

An operating knowledge of co-design principles, tools and approaches. A/I 

Knowledge of person and community centred approaches. A/I 

A demonstrable knowledge of VCSE sector outcome measurement 
tools, cost benefit analysis and return on investment tools. 

A/I/P 

An understanding of commissioning in its broadest sense 
(commissioning cycle) from a VCSE perspective. 

A/I 

 

Experience Assessment 

Experience of project and service design, delivery and development. A/I 

Experience of delivering workshops and information sessions for 
diverse groups. 

A/I 

Experience of establishing, developing and maintaining strong and 
effective partnerships. 

I 

 

Qualifications and behaviours Assessment 

A belief and a commitment towards Bolton CVS's mission, vision and 
values. 

I 

Able to work flexibly – including regular evenings and weekends. I 

Willingness and ability to undertake frequent travel throughout Bolton 
(and beyond) where required. 

I 

A commitment to equality, inclusion, positively promoting diversity and 
tackling inequality. 

A/I 

A commitment to your own personal training and development. I 

 

 

 



Recruitment information 

Post VCSE Sector Commissioning Development Lead. 

Closing date Sunday 18th October 2020 (4pm). 

Contact for informal 
discussion 

Lauren McKechnie (lauren@boltoncvs.org.uk) or 
telephone 01204 546 010. 

Interview dates TBC. 

If you have any further questions about this role, you can contact 
recruitment@boltoncvs.org.uk or telephone us on 01204 546 010.  
 
Please email your completed application form to 
recruitment@boltoncvs.org.uk 

  

mailto:lauren@boltoncvs.org.uk
mailto:recruitment@boltoncvs.org.uk
mailto:recruitment@boltoncvs.org.uk


 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Bolton CVS 

The Bolton Hub 

Bold Street 

Bolton 

BL1 1LS 

 

email:  info@boltoncvs.org.uk 

web:  www.boltoncvs.org.uk 

tel:  01204 546 010 


